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1. Introduction 
The problem of natural language recognition has been studied by many researchers since the early 
1960' s. In particular, researchers are concerned with building interfaces to existing systems, such as data 
base and expen systems. Such interfaces focus on easing communications between the underlying 
systems and the user. In this paper we survey various interfaces to both expen and data base systems. 
Natural language interfaces to data base systems have been quite successful. In contrast, natural language 
interfaces for expen systems are still in the initial stages of design. 1 
One mode of communication between an expen system and a user is via a menu interface. Such an 
interface presents many limitations [Datskovsky 84] [Datskovsky 85]. A natural language interface to 
ex pen systems that would not only alleviate such limitations, but also be domain independent and easily 
transportable from one system to another is desirable. By studying natural language interfaces to data 
base systems as well as existing interfaces to expen systems, we hope to gain insights on requirements for . 
expen system interfaces and existing natural language technology that may help us in building natural 
language interfaces to ex pen systems. 
There are major differences between data base and expen systems. A data base system is not 
expected to know or solve a user's problem, but only supply the information that the user requests. The 
user is solely responsible for a problem solution. Consequently, an interface to a data base system must 
simply be able to retrieve information requested by the user. On the other hand, an expen system is 
designed to be a problem solver. It has to 'know' the user's intentions and gather information in order to 
come up with a solution. Therefore, a natural language interface to an expen system must be able to take 
initiative in guiding the user toward a solution to a problem. The interface must be able to derive a user's 
goal (i.e. what the problem that the user is trying to solve is), as well as facts from any given question 
and add these facts to the data base. 
Natural language interfaces to data base systems have been designed to address various issues, 
I [0 this paper we are primarily concerned in the system I cod-user interfaces, as opposed to other iot.erfacC3 (for example, those 
used by knowledge engineers). The major emphas~ of thU paper is on oatunllanguage understanding and not narurallanguage 
generation. 
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including linguistic and conceptual completeness and domain independence. Linguistic completeness 
refers to the degree to which the language of a set of users is appropriately covered by the system, 
whereas conceptual completeness refers to the degree to which the concepts that are expected by the users 
can be found in the system's conceptual coverage. For example. some systems allow the user to ask 
questions about the structure of the underlying data base, while others do not. 
Domain independence is a desirable property, because an interface that does not depend on specific 
domain knowledge can be moved from one underlying system to another with only minor modifications. 
Time must be spent in order to adapt a natural language interface to each new data base. In some cases 
only a new lexicon has to be constructed for the interface to function in the new domain. In other cases, 
new sets of semantic rules have to be added. 
Overall, the issue of domain independence has been successfully addressed in natural language 
interfaces to data base systems. Data base systems tend to be fairly uniform in structure. A major pan of . 
the description of a data base system comes from a schema containing information about every field and 
table in the data base. Most narural language interfaces utilize this description when constructing a 
lexicon and semantic rules. In this paper we look at a number of natural language interfaces to data base 
systems and analyze their performance in terms of domain independence as well as conceptual and 
linguistic coverage. 
We evaluate natural language interfaces to data base systems based on their success in achieving 
conceptual and linguistic completeness. as well as domain independence. We also examine how 
semantics is achieved in these systems in order to see whether any of the semantic techniques can be 
applied in the expert systems domain. 
In contrast to data base systems, expert systems are not uniform in structure. The concepts 
addressed by an expert system are less structured and there is no schema describing "fields" in the 
systems, such as in a data base system. The communication between an expert system and a user is of a 
different form as well. In a data base system the user asks the question and the system simply supplies 
the answers, while an expert system usually does a large percentage of the asking. 
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We study existing interfaces to expert systems in order to identify their inadequacies and to 
detennine the requirements for a natural language interface to expert systems. We also try to detennine 
the major differences in requirements for a natural language interface to data base system and a natural 
language interface to an expert system. 
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In section two we look at the work done in the data 
base domain, in section three we look at the expert systems domain, and finally we draw our conclusions. 
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2. Natural Language Interfaces to Data Base Systems 
In this section we examine natural language interfaces to data base systems. Early natural language 
interfaces were generally unsophisticated and had simple syntactic and semantic components. [Green et. 
al. 63] [Simmons 65] [Simmons 66]. Later systems used more sophisticated techniques. The systems we 
survey here include systems with an Augmented Transition Network [Woods 73a] [Woods 70] syntactic 
parser, e.g. Lunar [Woods, Kaplan and Nash-Webber 72]; systems built with semantic grammars (e.g. 
Lifer [Hendrix et. a1. 78]); and finally some recent systems, e.g. Team [Martin, Appelt and Pereira 83]. 
These systems provide a good overview of the various techniques available for building natural language 
interfaces to data base systems. 
2.1 Systems That Use an ATN SyntactiC Analyzer 
In this section we look at three systems, Lunar [Woods, Kaplan and Nash-Webber 72] [Woods 
73b], Intellect [Harris 77] and Co~p [Kaplan 79]. Each of these systems uses an Augmented Transition' 
Network (ATN) syntactic parser [Woods 73a] [Woods 70], which is a domain independent component2. 
For overall system structure see figure 2-1. 
Such a system first analyzes a query for its syntactic constituents using an ATN parser. The ATN 
parser returns a syntactic analysis of a sentence in the form of a tree ( see figure 2-2 for a typical structure 
built for a noun phrase). Next, the output of the syntactic parser is analyzed by the semantic component 
which then translates it into a data base query in the formal data base query language, and finally the 
query is executed and the appropriate information is retrieved from the data base. 
2.1.1 Lunar 
Lunar [Woods, Kaplan and Nash-Webber 72] [Woods 73b] is designed as an interface to a simple 
data base that describes moon rocks. This data base consists of seven murually exclusive data domains 
and allows for a fairly small vocabulary. As already mentioned, Lunar uses an A TN parser in the 
syntactic analysis of the queries. 
2 A synt.1Ctic parser such as the A TN captures the general synt.1Ctic structure of English. An A TN is a graph representation of a 
grammar with actions on its arcs that allow one to test or set various registen. Some of the notable features of the ATN are 
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Figure 2-1: Diagram of a typical system with an ATN parser 
Lunar's semantic analyzer is similar to that used in Woods's Airline Guide [Woods 67] [Woods 
68]. The purpose of this semantic technique is to relate words and syntactic strucrures to concepts that 
they reference in the data base. A query is built by using procedures that represent the conceprual 
primitives of the data base. 'These semantic procedures gather information from verbs, nouns, noun 
modifiers and determinen. Consider the following example from Wood's Airline Guide: 
Query: Is AA-57 an American Airlines flight? 
The head ooun flight indicates that the phrase refen to the data base domain FLIGlIT. The 
modifying compound noun Anun"can Airlinu restricts the class of data elements under consideration 
from all FLIGHTS to only those that have an owner relation to the data element AMERICAN. The 
determiner an indicates the corresponding quantifier SOME. Finally, the sentence is a yesloo question, so 
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Figure 2-2: Structure built for the noun phrase "The big white ball 
""1th the red stripes". 
the TEST primitive is used. The final query is: 
(Test «For some xl 
Flight: Equal (Owner(x), American) 





Lunar is able to distinguish between two kinds of anaphoric references; semi-anaphora and 
complete anaphora. Semi-anaphora is a reference by a noun phrase to a pan of the previous noun phrase, 
while a complete anaphora has no modifie~ on the noun substitute. Consider the following set of 
queries; 
"Give I'M all analyses of sample 10046 for hydrogen." 
"Give me those/or oxygen". 
The second sentence contains a serni·anaphoric reference to the noun phrase 'all analyses of sample 
10046 for hydrogen', where oxygen should be substituted for hydrogen. To resolve the serni-anaphoric 
references, a list of all the noun phrases is kept throughout the discourse and the noun phrase containing 
the noun substitute is compared to all the previously stored phrases, in order to find the appropriate one. 
For complete anaphora. if a noun is present the stored structures are searched on the basis of the 
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noun. If no noun is present, the semantic interpretations of the rest of the sentence is examined for 
possible semantic types that apply to the pronoun. 
Lunar is one of few systems to undergo extensive testing in a "real world" setting. It was 
demonstrated during the Second Annual Lunar Science Conference in Houston, Texas. During this 
demonstration, the system successfully answered 80% of the questions asked by geologists that fell within 
the scope of the data base and another 10% would have been successful but for trivial dictionary coding 
errors. It did not do quite as well on questions asked by non-geologists, because their questions tended to 
drift out of the range of the data base. 
2.1.2 Intellect 
Another issue that concerns natural language interface designers is transportability. 
Intellect [Harris 77] is one of the first systems to achieve this goal. The system is based on the Robot 
system [Harris 77] and is commercially available from the AIC corporation. A user's query is first • 
processed by an A TN based syntactic parser followed by semantic analysis that results in a formal 
language representation of the query. Intellect is designed to deal with large vocabularies necessary for 
most question answering domains. Each entry in the vocabulary file indicates the data domain in which 
this entry occurs. In order to handle this large vocabulary, Intellect builds an inverted file of data element 
names. Since it is easy to build an inverted file automatically, this feature makes the system very 
portable. It takes an average of one week to adapt Intellect to a new domain. Note that Intellect is not 
concerned with conceptual completeness. Each user query is translated directly into a data base query. 
2.1.3 Co-op 
The Co-op [Kaplan 79] system deals with the problem of responding to loaded questions. A loaded 
question is one where the questioner assumes something to be true of the domain that is actually false. A 
natural language system that can not detect such a question may provide meaningless responses to certain 
queries. For example, consider the query in figure 2-3. Although la is a correct direct response, it is not 
very cooperative. Question 1 presumes that cs4521y was taught last year. To be cooperative rather than 
misleading. the system should correct the user's misimpression with a corrective indirect response to 
question 1 such as 'Last year cs4521y was not taught" 
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1. Question: Which students received a grade of F in CS452ly last year? 
la. Answer: None 
2. Question: Was cs4521y taught last year? 
2a. Answer: No 





Figure 2-4: MQL representation of the query 
'Which students received a grade of F in linguistic courses'. 
Adapted from [Kaplan 78] 
Co-op provides corrective indirect responses to loaded questions. As all the systems described in 
this section, Co-op uses an ATN parser for the syntactic processing of a query. The query is then 
translated into a meta query language - MQL. In MQL, each query is viewed as a graph. A 
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representation of 'Which srudents received F's in linguistics courses' is shown in figure 2-4. Each of the 
nouns in the query generates a set. whereas verbs and prepositions generate links as shown in the figure 
above. 
Each of the sub graphs of this representation must be non empty in order for a direct response to the 
query to be meaningful. If the initial query returns a null, the system's control strucrure passes each of 
the subgraphs to the interpretive component to check for non-emptiness. 
There are a few key points about the Co-op system. The computation of the presumptions is totally 
independent of the domain specific knowledge. The mechanism for selecting an indirect response is 
identical to the procedure for executing a query. If the initial query is successful, no penalty is paid for 
the ability to produce an indirect response. 
All the domain specific knowledge of Co-op is stored in the lexicon. Each noun in the lexicon has 
a SETDEF associated with it. A SETDEF identifies all the fields of the data base a given word can refer 
to. Translating the MQL to formal query language is done by traversing the MQL structure and 
recursively constructing the formal query from the information in the SETDEFs of the lexical labels of 
the MQL nodes. First, a stream for the root node in the MQL is created. Next, the MQL is traversed in 
preorder, recursively and substreams for the nodes traversed as domains of the streams of their 
dominating nodes are recursively embedded. In order to transpon Co-op to a new domain, one has to 
build up a new lexicon. The MQL structure itself is totally domain independent. This makes Co-op a 
domain independent system with an imponant ability to generate indirect responses. 
2.1.4 Summary 
In this section we looked at three major systems; Lunar, Intellect and Co-op. Lunar is a domain 
dependent system that is able to handle single user questions and interpret elliptic and anaphoric 
references. The system's semantic rules, although well suited for the domain, can not be transferred to 
another domain. A new set of these rules must be written for each new system. Lunar does not have a 
very large vocabulary, nor does it do well with questions not asked by geologists. Both Intellect and 
Co-op are transportable to other domains. However, each achieves domain independence in a different 
way. Intellect is designed to deal with large vocabularies and achieves domain independence by building 
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an invened file of data element names. Co-op uses a domain independent graph sttucOlre, and stores all 
the domain dependent information in its lexicon. In order to transpon the system, time is needed to 
encode this domain dependent information.3 Intellect tries to address the issue of linguistic coverage. It 
works with large vocabularies which are necessary for most question answering domains. 
2.2 Semantic Grammars 
In the previous section we looked at systems that used syntactic parsers as the first stage in the 
analysis of a user's query. In this section we look at systems that do not concern themselves with syntax, 
but do only semantic analysis. The systems we discuss here primarily use semantic grammars. For a 
general overview of a system sttucture see figure 2-5). A semantic grammar is a context free grammar in 
which the choice of non terminals and production rules is governed by semantic function. There are 
cenain advantages to using a semantic grammar: after a sentence is parsed with a semantic grammar the 
result can be used immediately; some ambiguities that arise after a strictly syntactic parse can be avoided; , 
and finally, syntax issues that do not affect the semantics can be completely ignored. The main 
disadvantage is that the number of rules may quickly become too large because syntactic generalizations 
are missing and this may cause the parser to become more expensive and very slow. 
In this section we consider four systems, Lifer-Ladder [Hendrix et al. 78], Planes [Waltz 
75] [Waltz 77], Jets [Finin, Goodman and Tennant 79] and Rendezvous [Codd 74] [Codd 78] that use 
semantic grammars as a primary mechanism for analyzing a user's query. 
2.2.1 Lifer-Ladder 
The Lifer [Hendrix et al. 78] system is designed to facilitate the consttuction of natural language 
interfaces to data base systems. Lifer is a semantic grammar based parser that attempts to match a query 
to a sentence templa!e. Lifer has two major components: a set of interactive functions for specifying the 
language and a semantic parser. The user specifies an application language appropriate for his domain 
using the interactive functions. The system then uses this language specification to process natural 
language commands. Naturally, a new dictionary must be specified for every new domain. 





Data Base Query Language 
Underlying Data Base 
Figure 2-5: Diagram of a typical system with a semantic grammar 
The language is specified in terms of rewrite rules that are automatically translated into an 
augmented transition network (See figure 2-6 for an example). In order to specify a network. Lifer 
provides several interactive functions. Two such functions are MS (meta symbol) and PD (pattern 
definition). Lifer also allows for personalizing the application language using the SYNONYM function. 
Using this function a user may introduce structures into the application language that allow users to define 
their own synonyms at run time. For example. 
PD[<LTG> 
(Define <New-World> like <Old-World» 
(SYNONYM <New-World> <Old-World»] 
allows the parser to accept inputs such as Define JFK tiki! Kennedy. 
To specify a network like the one depicted in figure 2-6 the user may apply the functions MS and 
PD. The first pattern in the figure may be specified as follows: 
PD[<LTG> 
(What is the <Attribute> of <Person» 
(Fl) ] 
The metasymbols <Person> and <Attribute> are defined with the MS function as follows: 
MS[<Attribute> 
(Age Sex Hight Weight)] 
MS[<Person> 
(Mary John Dan Ron)] 
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Lifer starts at the top of the net and tries to match the sentence to a template. If an input matches a 
template, the expression on the right (the unspecified functions Fl,F2.F3 in figure 2-6) is evaluated. Note 
that unlike the systems described in the previous sections, Lifer does not build an intermediate syntactic 
representation of a user's query. 
<ltg> --> What is the <Attribute> of <Person> I Fl 
<ltg> --> What is <Person> <Attribute> I F2 





is -- the <ATTR> of <Person> I Fl 
I 
-- <Person> <ATTR> I F2 
----------How <ATTR> is <Person> I F3 
Figure 2-6: A set of rules and an augmented transition network 
The set of rules in figure 2-6 allows a user to ask questions like How old is fohn? What is Mary's 
hair color? What is the age of Margie? etc. 
One of the applications of Lifer is the Ladder system [Hendrix, Sacerdoti, Sagalowica and Slocum 
1978; Sacerdoti 1977] which is designed to answer questions about a naval data base. The Lifer system 
was used in order to build the rewrite rules of Ladder. A typical template used by the Ladder system is: 
What is the <attribute> of the <ship>? -- ((Nam eq <ship> (?<attrib»». In this template, the 
part to the left of the -- corresponds to the template in figure 2-6, and the part to the right of the --
corresponds to the expression to be evaluated. 
One of the problems of this formalism is extensibility. In order to allow the user to ask about 
several attributes of a ship in one sentence, the grammar has to be extended as follows: 
1. <ATTRIBUTE> --> <ATTRIB> <ATIRIBUTE> 
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2. <ATTRIBUTE> --> <ATIRIB> AND <ATTRIBUTE> 
3. <ATTRIBUTE>--><ATIRIB> 
The addition of these rules allows the system to process queries of the form 'What is the length and 
the home port of the Constellation?' . 
In order to allow the user to combine other non terminals a set of such rules must be added for each 
such non terminal. A great number of such rules has to be rewritten for each new domain. thus making 
transport fairly difficult. Lifer is able to deal with some elliptical and pronominal references. If all the 
sentence templates fail, it examines the parse tree of the previous sentence. If a match is made with a 
fragment of the parse tree, the ellipsis is inserted into the tree and a new query is thus generated. Lifer is 
a syntactically weak, but semantically adequate system which requires several weeks and a skillful 
applications designer to bring it up in a new domain [Tennant 81]. 
2.2.2 Planes 
Planes [Waltz 75] [Waltz 77] is constructed as a natural language interface to a large Navy data 
base that contains the flight and maintenance records for all naval aircraft. Whereas the main goal of the 
Lifer system is transportability, the main goal of Planes is linguistic completeness, i.e. to be tolerant to all 
user inputs. even those not stated in standard English. The analysis of a user's query proceeds in three 
steps: the user's query is analyzed for semantic constituents; a formal query is constructed; and. if 
approved by the user, that query is executed. The analysis of a sentence is carried out in a top down 
fashion. During the semantic scan. a one-state A TN is used at the top level to repeatedly call each subnet. 
Planes is able to handle pragmatic and substructural ellipses and is tolerant to user inputs that are not 
stated in standard English. However, because Planes ignores detailed syntax, it has problems with word 
sense selection and modifier attachment Domain independence is not one of the goals of its design and is 
not addressed by the system. 
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2.2.3 Jets 
Planes was developed to answer the problem of linguistic completeness, however, testing revealed 
that conceptual completeness, i.e. the set of concepts a system can handle, is imponant in a question 
answering system as well. For example, the user should be allowed to ask questions about the data base, 
as well as refer to concepts he previously mentioned. Jets [Finin, Goodman and Tennant 79]"centers on 
establishing adequate conceptual coverage of the data base and its contents as well as the events described 
by the data base. It is intended to enlarge the domain of discourse, provide pragmatic knowledge, and to 
break away from the tradition of interpreting each user utterance as a data base query. Jets allows the user 
to refer to certain concepts that cannot be referred to in Planes, such as the structure of the data base or 
certain definitions. 
The system achieves the goal of greater conceptual completeness by being able to provide 
knowledge about the concepts of the data base. The system's knowledge is organized into a hierarchical 
network of frames, where the more specific frames inherit properties from the more general ones. The 
main advantage of this abstraction hierarchy is that the classification of specific concepts into more 
general ones promotes the identification of regularities among these concepts. Jets has a set of rules 
which make use of these frames. These rules are likewise stored in frames and have three basic slots; 
pattern, action and condition. The rules are likewise organized hierarchical by generality. TIle system 
also has problem solving frames which help it develop a plan to extract the required information from the 
data base. Like Planes, Jets does not address the issue of domain independence. 
2.2.4 Rendezvous 
The Rendezvous (Codd 74] (Codd 78] system is designed specifically for interaction between a 
data base system and a casual user, i.e., a user who is not very familiar with the contents of the data base. 
Like Lifer, Rendezvoua is based on a semantic grammar parser. The system assumes that queries issued 
by the user may be incomplete, misunderstood by the system. or based on false assumptions about the 
data base. During its dialog with the user the system tries to clarify the user queries by resorting to a 
menu. The system also resorts to a menu if it is unable to "understand" the query. After the query is 
41ets uses the same data base u Planes. 
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finally formulated, the system paraphrases it to make sure it is what the user intended, and only after that 
is the query executed. One of the major goals of the Rendezvous system is to accept any relevant query 
that the user may issue. This is achieved by analyzing the user's queries with minimal regard to either the 
syntactic or semantic content. This aspect of Rendezvous is similar to Planes. The Rendezvous system 
consists of three major components, the Analyzer, the Synthesizer, and Dialog Control component. The 
principal function of the Analyzer is to translate as much as possible of the user's query into a data base 
sublanguage, ALPHA. The Analyzer itself contains three components, the Word Transformer, the Phrase 
transformer and the Diagnostic component. The Word Transformer reduces each word to a normalized 
form by means of suffu transformations and by replacing words that have a single canonical synonym by 
that synonym. The phrase transformer changes certain phrases in the text closer to a form required by 
ALPHA. Some of the phrase transformation rules require that phrase componentS be semantically 
compatible and because of this strong semantic orientation the left hand sides of these rules are referred to 
as semantic templates. These rules are similar to the rules of the Lifer system. The Diagnostic . 
component is invoked if part of the user's query is not properly understood by the system. If this 
happens, a dialog with the user is initiated in order to clarify the misunderstanding. Finally, the 
synthesizer is responsible for translating the ALPHA representation of the query back to English and 
displaying this paraphrase to the user. Thus, Rendezvous provides a carefully controlled natural language 
interface that seems to be particularly appropriate for casual users. 
2.2.5 Summary 
In this section we have examined systems based on semantic grammars. The Lifer system is 
designed with the issue of transportability in mind; however it is not extremely successful in achieving 
this goal because the person trying to adapt the system to a new domain has to come up with rules that 
cover every possible combination of non terminals for each concept of the domain. Rewriting the rules 
for each new domain may prove to be a difficult task. Nevertheless, Lifer is one of the first systems to 
achieve any degree of domain independence, primarily by allowing the user to build the interfaces 
himself. 
Planes is concerned with the problem of linguistic completeness, Le. it is tolerant to all user input, 
even if syntactically incorrect. During the testing stage of Planes it was determined that conceptual 
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completeness is also important to the users [Finin, Goodman and Tennant 79]. Jets is a system designed 
as a result of these tests and it addresses the problem of conceptual completeness by encoding knowledge 
about its data base. Neither system addressed the issue of domain independence. 
The Rendezvous system is also not concerned with domain independence issues. Its primary 
concern is with providing a tight interface for use by persons unfamiliar with the contents of the data 
base. It resorts to menus when necessary in order to clarify a user's input. The system is geared for use 
with large data bases. 
2.3 More Recent Natural Language Interfaces 
In this section we consider two more recent natural language systems, namely Nlmenu [Tennant et. 
al. 83] and Team [Manin, Appelt and Pereira 83] [Grosz et. al. 85]. Both of the systems are domain 
independent, but they use fundamentally different approaches to achieve this goal. Nlmenu uses a 
different strategy than any discussed so far. Team, on the other hand builds on the previous work to make 
a better and more robust system. 
2.3.1 Nlmenu 
A system offering a totally different approach to natural language interfacing is the Nlmenu system 
[Tennant 81 J. This menu based nabuallanguage system works as follows. At every point the user has a 
limited choice of words to select from in order to form some part of a given query. For example, in the 
first menu the choice may be between the words FIND, DELETE, INSERT. Suppose the user chooses 
the FIND command. Next, the user gets to select from another menu, for instance a noun menu. Here he 
may have to choose from words like PART, SUPPLIER, etc .. This selection process assures that there is 
only a finite number of queries that a user may generate and that the system can handle every one of those 
queries. This interface is transportable from domain to domain because it can automatically generate the 
menus by using the underlying description of the data base. 
Nlmenu is DOt a true natural language interface. The number of queries that a user can formulate is 
limited and the construction of such queries is carefully controlled by the system. This approach is an 
interesting alternative to a nanuallanguage interface and therefore we feel that it is important to include it 
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in this survey. A menu-based approach seems to work for small data bases, but may not function very 
well in a large domain because the menus become too large. 
2.3.2 Team 
. The system which perhaps is most successful in achieving transportability is Team [Martin, Appelt 
and Pereira 83] [Grosz et. al. 85]. Team works in two stages: first a data base expert answers questions 
about a data base and the linguistic expressions used to refer to concepts in that data base, and then the 
end-user may use the system as a question answering facility. The Team system has three major 
components: Acquisition, Dialogic and Database Access. Acquisition obtains a description of a data 
base from a data base expert, Dialogic translates English input into a logical from that represent its literal 
meaning, and finally, the Access component converts this logical form to a formal database query. 
The system acquires new information, such as lexical, conceptual and data base schemas during the 
acquisition phase. The Acquisition system consists of a menu depicted in figure 2-7. The figure shows a 
menu of general commands, menus associated with relations, fields and lexical items. The acquisition is 
centered around the relations and fields of a data base, since this is the information most familiar to the 
data base expert. The data base expert is assumed to have only some general knowledge about English 
grammar. He is expected to know what proper nouns, verbs, plurals and tense are, but nothing more 
detailed than that. 
In the case of verb acquisitions, however, more sophisticated linguistic knowledge is required. 
When acquiring new verbs, Team proceeds by asking questions about sample sentences, and extracting 
the information it needs form the data base expert's response. For instance, consider the acquisition of 
the verb to COlier, with an underlying data base comaining names of countries, their contents, capitals, 
area and population. First, Team asks three questions to determine the verb's third person singular, past, 
and past-participle forma. In this case the system defaults COllUS, cOllued and cOllered are the correct 
answers. Next, Team asks the data base expert to use the verb in a declarative sentence with indefinite 
noun phrases in the most general manner. Such a sentence might be A country cOllers an area. nus 
response tells Team that COllU is a transitive verb, that a new predicate COlier should be added to the 
conceptual schema with two arguments, COUfltry and area-measure, where the subject of the active fonn 
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3. Interfaces to Expert Systems 
The area of expert systems investigates techniques for building systems with specialized problem 
solving expertise. Some of the fields in which expert systems have been written include medicine, 
organic chemistry, tutoring, mathematics, geology, and many others (For more information see [Barr and 
Feigenbaum 82]). 
In order for a human expert to be able to answer a person's question, he often has to carry out 
extensive dialogs with that person in order to gather information about that person's needs. Extensive 
interaction and clarification of user needs are also required in most expert systems in order for the system 
to do problem solving. One way expert systems communicate with their users is via a menu interface. To 
gather information the system poses a question and the user is given a number of possible answers and he 
then proceeds to choose the one that he thinks best corresponds with the correct answer (For more 
information see [Datskovsky 84]). Natural language interfaces to expert systems are also being 
investigated [Carbonell et.al. 83] [Datskovsky and Ensor 86]. There are systems that do not communicate 
with their users, such as Ace [Stolfo and Vesonder 82] and Dendra! [Lederberger 82]. These systems 
either gather on-site data or stan from an initial model. 
In this section of the paper we examine several expert systems and their interfaces. We survey the 
interfaces between the expert systems and the end-users, as opposed to interfaces used by knowledge 
engineers to build the knowledge base of an expert system. We look at systems with menu interfaces as 
well as systems that have some form of natural language interface, in order to better understand what the 
requirements for an expert system - user interface are, and how to replace the existing interfaces with an 
efficient natural language interface that would meet these requirements. 
3.1 Systems with a Menu-Like Interfaces 
Perhaps the most common means of communication between an expert system and the user is via a 
menu or a menu based interface. (e.g. Digitalis Therapy Advisor, Puff, Internist, PIP). For more 
information about these systems see [Barr and Feigenbaum 82]. Typically a system poses a question and 
presents a number of possible answers to the user, who is expected to select one of those answers. In this 
section we take a close look at two such systems, Mycin [Shortliffe 76] [Scott et al 84] and Guidon 
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sentence is mapped onto the first argument, and the object is mapped onto the second argument. 
The Dialogic parser consists of several stages as well. All the domain dependent information the 
system needs can be found in the conceptual schema and the lexicon. The syntactic part of Dialogic 
consists of the Diamond parser and the Diagram grammar. The grammar consists of a set of context free 
rules with constructors that enforce context sensitive syntactic constraints. These constructors are used to 
assign scores to different parses. Each rule of the grammar has a translator function associated with it. 
These functions compute the predicate relations of the sentence. TIle semantic component of the system 
thus translates the English input into a logic form which is then transformed by the schema translator into 
the underlying data base query language. 
Team seems to be successful in achieving domain independence. The domain independent portion 
of Team includes the parser, grammar, semantic translators, pragmatic and scope determining processes, 
schema translator and the basic vocabulary. The rest of the required information is automatically 
acquired by the system. 
Figure 2·7: The Acquisition menu. 
Adapted from [Grosz el aI. 85) 
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2.3.3 Summary 
In this section we examined two recent, but completely different systems that use fundamentally 
different approaches to narural language processing. The Nlmenu system resorts to a combined natural 
language - menu approach. At each stage of the query formation process the user has a finite number of 
inputs to choose from. This approach, although rather restrictive of the range of user input, guarantees 
that the system is able to handle any input entered by the user. NL menu is transportable from domain to 
domain. However. it is not well suited for use with large data bases. because the menu for each stage 
becomes too large. 
The second system considered is the Team system. Team is very successful in achieving domain 
independence. Team makes a clear division between domain dependent and domain independent 
components and provide means for automatic acquisition of the domain dependent components. Team is 
quickly transportable from domain to domain, as has been demonstrated by some informal testing [Grosz . 
et. al. 85]. 
2.4 Conclusions -- Data Base Domain 
In this part of the paper we have looked at natural language interfaces to data base systems. Starting 
with the early work in that area, we next looked at systems that used an ATN syntactic component. 
systems that used semantic grammars and finally some of the more recent systems. 
We have described these systems based on their transportability as well as their linguistic and 
conceptual coverage. It seems that systems that use syntactic generalizations perform better in large 
domains than systems that do not For small domains. however. systems employing semantic grammars 
often manage to achieve a greater degree of linguistic and conceptual coverage. 
All natural language interfaces to data base systems rely on the underlying data base schema 
describing the fields and tables of the system. For example, a natural language interface may, during the 
acquisition phase, ask the data base expert to describe what each field name of a given table refers to 
[Team]. The means of doing semantic evaluation is different in every system. We will review and 
evaluate here the different semantic techniques we discussed. 
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One approach we looked at in this section is the menu based approach to natural language 
[Nlmenu]. In a window based system, lexical analysis, parsing and semantic processing is fairly easy and 
the system runs efficiently because the options available to the user are rigorously constrained. However. 
this method does not seem to work well in semantically rich domains [Rich 84] because the number of 
options becomes too large and it is difficult to encode in the grammar all the information that is required 
to determine whether a particular statement can be executed correctly. 
A different and more flexible approach to natural language understanding is the semantic grammar 
approach. The rules of a semantic grammar are designed to produce a parser output that closely 
corresponds to the input of the desired target program. The rules are also designed so that the set of 
statements that can be parsed corresponds as closely as possible to the set of actions in the target program. 
A query in a system employing semantic grammars can be generated by an action attached to the rule 
itself and executed when that rule is applied [Lifer-Ladder, Planes, Jets]. The interfaces that employ . 
semantic grammars are usually domain dependent [planes, Jets], however for a domain independent 
system not only a new vocabulary must be acquired, but also a new set of pattern action rules must be 
constructed. The Lifer system facilitates this acquisition with a set of on-line interactive functions. 
Semantic grammars seem to work well in small domains. Because this method does not capture the 
syntactic regularity of the language, it does not seem to be applicable in domains requiring large subsets 
of the language [Rich 84]. 
The third c.lass of systems we reviewed in this paper employs a separate syntactic parser and 
semantic analyzer. We looked at several approaches to semantic analysis in systems of this kind. One 
such approach encodes semantics as a set of pattern action rules [Lunar]. The purpose of this semantic 
technique is to relate words and syntactic structures in which they appear to the concepts and relationships 
that they reference in the data base. This method works well in most domains; however, a new set of 
rules has to be written and a new set of associations made for every new data base. 
Some semantic techniques are aimed primarily at achieving domain independence. TIlis has been 
successfully accomplished in natural language interfaces to data base systems. In such interfaces, all the 
domain dependent information is generally stored in the lexicon [Co-op, Team]. The dictionary is either 
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built by hand [Co-op], or interactively acquired [Team) with the help of a data base expert. Generally, the 
domain independent parts of a natural language interface include a parser. a basic vocabulary and 
semantic tranSlators. Semantic routines build some sort of an intermediate. domain independent 
representation which is then translated into a formal data base query. 
In the next part of this paper we look at some of the existing interfaces to expert systems, and 
consider whether any of the techniques applied in building natural language interfaces to data base 
systems can be applied in the expert systems domain. 
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[Clancey 84] [Clancey 79]. We also look at Oncocin [Shonliffe eL al. 81] [Shonliffe et. al. 83] [Hickam 
et. al. 85], which gathers infonnation as a physician fills out an on-line fonn during a session with a 
patient. Mycin uses a menu interface as its primary means of communication, but it also has a limited 
natural language question answering mode available. Guidon uses a mixed initiative interface in 
communication with the user. 
3.1.1 Mycin 
The Mycin system is designed to provide advice on diagnosis and therapy for infectious blood 
diseases. Mycin's knowledge base is encoded in production rules.S The rules are highly stylized which 
makes it easy for the system to examine them in order to answer questions. English translations of the 
rules are also available. This translation is used for explanation generation. Each rule represents a single 
chunk of domain-specific knowledge. If the premise (the left hand side) proves to be correct. then the 
conclusion (the right hand side) is executed. For an example of a typical rule see figure 3-1. Menu, 
questions are associated with the rules. When the system lacks required information on the left hand side 
of a rule, and there is a menu question associated with the rule, the system asks the user to provide the 
required infonnation. A frame-like representation, called the schema, drives the menu process. 
Mycin's rules are evaluated by a backward chaining mechanism. This results in setting and 
exhausting each subject as it is encountered and grouping together all questions about a given topic. This 
is so because a backward chaining mechanism first collects all the required data to prove a given goal. 
before going to the next goal (for a detailed discussion of the backward chaining mechanism see [Van 
Melle 81 D. Here, backward chaining proves to be better in this case than forward chaining, because the 
questions posed by the system seem more focused and connected from the point of view of the physician. 
Mycin essentially works in two phases. It first gathers all the necessary data about the patient and 
~e knowledge hue of an expert system generally con.suts of a collection of rules of the form IF < pruni.1e 1> ... <premise 
n> THEN <COfIClu.riotl>. The predica~ in the left hand side of the rule may be connected by either conjunctions or 
disjunctions. 
Each rule store! the knowkdge that if the premi3e (left·hand-side) is true then the action (right-hand-side) should be 
performed. The selection and evaluation of the rules is controlled by the interpreter. As the3e rules are evaluated, they alter the 
values of the predicates in the knowledge base and geoerate input and output Common interpreters for rule-based syste~ :are 
based on sequential statement evaluation (e.g. [Bobrow and Steflk 83)), forward chaining (e.g. [Forgy 81]) or baclcward chalDmg 




(And (Same cntxt infect primary-bacterimia) 
(Membf cntxt site sterilesites) 
(Sam cntxt portal gil 
(Conclude cntxt ident bacteroides tally .7) 
IF the infection is primary-bacterimia AND 
the site of the culture is one of the sterile sites AND 
the suspected portal of entry of the organism is the 
gastrointestinal tract 
THEN there is suggestive evidence (.7) that the identity of the 
organism is bacteroides. 
Figure 3·1: A Mycin rule 
solicits a proposed diagnosis by asking numerous questions, and then proceeds to verify the diagnoses 
and give a therapy recommendation. Mycin employs a menu interface for interaction with the user. The 
menu questions are generated when the system has to find out a certain premise in order to evaluate a 
rule. The system poses a question and expects to receive an answer from an implicit menu. The user has 
only a limited choice of answers to every question. even though all of the choices are not displayed to 
him. Often the choice is between a yes or a flO, as in question 5 in figure 3-2. In the figure, the first four 
questions have to do with the patient's personal data: sex, age, etc. The next questions check all the 
cultures taken, organisms discovered in those cultures, as well as other relevant data. When all the 
necessary information is gathered, the system makes a therapy recommendation. The dialog between the 
system and the physician is rather long and tedious. If at any point the physician were to choose the 
wrong answer to a menu question and realize it only after several other questions were asked, it would be 
difficult for him to back up to the point where the wrong choice was made. 
In addition to the menu interaction, the system has an extended question answering mode and an 
explanation facility. During a consultation. Mycin may ask questions which the physician finds 
irrelevant. In such a situation the physician may enter a WHY instead of answering the question. If a 
WHY question is entered. the system responds with a translation of the rule which generated the question. 
If the user is not satisfied by the explanation, he may continue to investigate the current reasoning chain 
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MYCIN t9B - 80 YEAR OLD DIABETIC WHITE MALE , S/p IRRADIATION FOR 
LARYNGEAL CARCINOMA IN 1974 , ADMITTED WITH FEVER AND LETHARGY. HAS 
DEVELOPED LLL INFILTRATE AND PRODUCTIVE COUGH WITH KLEBSIELLA GROWING 
ON TTA CULTURE. NOW 4 OF 4 BLOOD CULTURES ARE POSITIVE FOR GRAM 
NEGATIVE ROD. 
--------PATIENT-244--------
1) Patient's name: 
** PT244 
2) Age: 





5) Are there any cultures for Pt244 which may be related to the 
present illness, and from which organisms have been grown 
successfully in the microbiology laboratory? 
** YES 
--------CULTURE-1--------
6) From what site was the specimen for CULTURE-1 taken? 
** SPUTUM 
7) Please give the date and time when the sputum culture was 
obtained. (mo/da/yr time) 
** 25-0ct-75 11:54AM 
8) What was the method of collection of the sputum culture? 
** TRANSTRACHEAL-ASPIRATION 
9) What is the infection which you feel would account for any 
organism isolated from the sputum culture? 
** PNEUMONIA 
The first organism isolated from the sputum culture will be 
referred to as: 
--------ORGANISM-1--------
10) Please enter the laboratory-reported identity of 
ORGANISM-1, including species or subtype, if known: 
** KLEBSIELLA 
11) Any other organisms isolated from the sputum culture? 
** NO 
Figure 3-2: A transcript of interaction with Mycin 
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The system continues with similar questions ... 
83) On a scale of 0 to 4, where higher numbers indicate increasing 
severity, how would you rate Pt244's degree of sickness? 
** 3 
84) Is Pt244 febrile? 
** YES 
85) Do you know the results of a recent CBC of Pt244? 
** YES 
86) What was Pt244's peripheral white count (in thousands)? 
** 6.5 
87) Percent of WEC's which were PMN's: 
** 24 
88) Percent of the peripheral wac's which are immature forms: 
** 0 
[Considering organisms (other than those isolated from cultures) which 
might be present ... ] 
[Determining which drugs are desirable for use against the 
Klebsiella- pneumoniae ... ] 
Finally. a recomendation o/therapy is made .. . 
[REC-1] My preferred therapy recommendation is as follows: 
In order to cover for Items <1 2 3 4 5 6>: 
Give the following in combination: 
1) CEFAZOLIN 
Dose: 1.06g (5.2 ml) q6h IV for 10 days [calculated on basis 
of 20 mg/kg] 
[The dose should be modified in SEVERE renal failure. I can 
adjust the dose only if a creatinine clearance or a serum creatinine 
is obtained.] 
2) GENTAMICIN 
Dose: 90 mg (2.2 ml, 80mg/2ml ampule) q8h IV for 10 days 
[calculated on basis of 1.7 mg/kg] 
[The dose should be modified in renal failure. I can adjust 
the dose only if a creatinine clearance or a serum creatinine 
is obtained.] 
figure 3-2 continued6 
6-Jrus transcript was created by the author when running the Mycin system. We would likc to thank Dr. Shortliffe for giving us 
an opponunicy to do so. 
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by repeating the WHY command several times. Each such command is interpreted by Mycin as a request 
for display of the next highest rule in the current reasoning chain. In addition to the WHY command, the 
system also has a HOW command. If the user does not understand how a specified condition was met, he 
may issue the HOW command followed by the identifying member of the premise clause in question. 
Mycin also has a more extensive question answering facility which is automatically available to the 
user at the end of each consultation session. Here a user may ask simple English questions about the 
system's reasoning, such as why the system wanted to know a certain fact, how a certain fact was 
relevant, etc. An example of a typical question and its analysis may be found in figure 3-3. The question 
answering facility is not the primary focus of the research, so the natural language understander is not 
sophisticated. It uses crude techniques relying strongly on the very specific vocabulary of the domain. 
The system's dictionary contains approximately 1400 words common to the domain. The dictionary 
includes all words that are acceptable values for a parameter, common synonyms or abbreviations of these . 
words, as well as words used elsewhere in the system in describing the parameters. There are five major 
steps to understanding the question, finding the rules and printing the answer: 
1. The question is reduced to a list of terminal, or root words 7 
2. Pattern matching classifies the question as a rule-retrieval question and divides it into 
premise pan and an action pan. 
3. Dictionary properties of the terminal words are used to determine which parameters are 
relevant to each pan of the question. 
4. After selecting only the most strongly indicated parameters, the final translation tells which 
rules can answer the question. 
S. The answer consists of finding the rules that meet these restrictions and printing those that 
the user wants to see. 
For the purpose of analyzing the question, a non-terminal word is considered to be equivalent to its 
terminal synonym. A list of properties and descriptions is associated with each terminal word. This list is 
useful in determining the meaning of a question that uses a terminal word or one of its synonyms. During 
this phase of the paning each word in the original text is replaced by its terminal word. If a word is not 
found in the dictionary, the system uses the root-extracting algorithm [Winograd 72] to see if the word's 
lexical root is in the dictionary. The word is then replaced by a terminal word for its root The resulting 
'Terminal words have associated with them a set of properties that are useful in determining the meaning of a question. 
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list of terminals is then sent to a function that recognizes phrases and replaces each phrase with a single 
synonym. Next, the question is classified so that the program can determine which specialist should 
answer it Each type of question has an associated template with blanks to be filled in from a given 
question. Once the blanks in this general template are filled, the system has all the necessary information 
to answer the question. A number of possible answer templates are associated with each type of question. 
The specialist that answers the question determines which of the answer templates is most appropriate and 
fills in the blanks in this template. For example, the two possible templates for How do you know the 
value of <param> of <cntxt>? are 
1. I used <rule> to conclude that <param> of <cnOtt> is <value>. This gave a cumulative CF 
of <certainty factOr>. The last question asked before conclusion was made was <question 
number>. 
2. In answer to question <question number> you said that <paraIll> of <cntxt> is <value>. 
The question answering module is a useful addition to the system, which allows the user to go back 
and ask questions about the system's reasoning. However, it allows only simple questions, and is rather. 
limited in the scope of its vocabulary. The answer to a question is simply a list of rules, which is not very 
meaningful to someone unfamiliar with the rule base. 
Mycin performs at or near expen level in almost all test cases (Yu et. aI. 79], however, there are 
doubts about the system's clinical utility [Buchanan and Shonliffe 84]. This may be caused by its 
incomplete knowledge, as well as by its rather limited and tedious interface. Physicians, as most busy 
professionals, do not like to spend time on questions that are useless from their point of view, nor do they 
like to deviate from their daily routine. Even so, Mycin is, without doubt, one of the first systems to 
achieve this level of success in its design. 
3.1.2 Guidon 
The second system we discuss in this section is Guidon [Clancey 84] [Oancey 79]. Guidon is 
designed to teach diagnostic problem solving using the knowledge base of the Mycin system. 
In a session with Guidon, the srudent plays the role of a consulting physician. A case of a sick 
patient is presented to the student who is then expected to ask questions which he thinks are relevant to 
the case. Before beginning a session with the student, Guidon uses Mycin to evaluate the case that is to be 
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User question: When do you decide that an organism is a contaminant? 
Analysis o/the Question above: 
Terminal words: When do you conclude that an organism is a contaminant 
Question type: Rule retrieval 
Premise part: (When do you conclude) 
Action part: (That an organism is a contaminant) 
Vocab. clues (premise): (Wheninfect (any 1) 
(Whenstart (any) 1) 
(Whenstop (any) 1) 
(Duration (any) 1) 
Vocab. clues (action): (Contaminant (any) 4) (form (any) 1) 
(Samebug (any) 1) (Coverfor (any) 1) 
Final translation: Premise: ANY 
Action: (Contaminant any) 
The rules listed below conclude about whether the organism is a 
contaminant 
6,31,351,39,41,42,44,347,49,106 
Which do you wish to see? 
**6 
Rule006 
IF 1) The culture was taken form a sterile source, and 
20 It is definite that the identity of the organism is one of 
Staphylococcus-coag-neg bacillus-subtillis 
corynebacterium-non-diphtheriae 
THEN: There is strongly suggestive evidence (.8) that the organism is 
a contaminant 
Figure 3-3: Analysis of a typical question. 
presented to the studenL All the infonnation that Mycin needs in order to evaluate the case is already 
available, so Mycin need not ask any questions during the evaluation. After the student is done collecting 
evidence, he m.aba his bypothesis, which is then compared with that of Mycin. 
In order to evaluate the student's knowledge the system builds a three- component model of the 
student The use-history component is the cumulative record of which rules the student knows. The 
student-applied component is the system's record of the rules it believes the student has the evidence to 
apply. Finally, the used component records the system's beliefs that the student will cite a rule in support 
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of his partial solution. All three components are important in detennining how the system should respond 
to a partial solution proposed by the srudent 
Unlike Mycin, Guidon employs a mixed initiative interface in order to interact with the student. In 
such interfaces, provisions must be made for all potential kinds of initiative that the srudent is allowed to 
make. This includes being able to refer to an earlier topic and provide more detail, changing the topic, 
and many other options. Guidon provides for student initiative by making available a number of options. 
It also indexes tutorial remarks to allow the student to easily refer to them later. There are over thirty of 
these options, like HELP, HINT, TELLME, IKNOW, etc. Guidon can also accept statements and 
questions in a longer fonn, in which case the keyword parser of Mycin is invoked to process the 
command.8• 
In summary, the system must allow the student to specify what he knows, what he wants to know 
and what he wants to ignore. Guidon is able to respond differently to various partial solutions indicated • 
by the srudent with the help of discourse procedures that indicate how the system should behave under 
various circumstances. The knowledge of these procedures is encoded in a special set of rules, called the 
tutoring rules, or the T-rules. The T-rules are generally invoked as a packet to achieve some tutorial goal. 
Figure 3-4 shows a sample session between a student and Guidon. Before beginning the session, 
the system presents the srudent with a case history of the patient The student's goal is to detennine the 
problem and recommend a treatment In the subset of the session shown in the figure, the system first 
gives the initiative to the student who is now expected to either enter a question, statement, or a special 
option. After the student poses a question, the system responds by finding the relevant rules. The student 
then selects the HELP option. The system responds by presenting a hint of how to proceed. This 
response is gererated with the help of the T-rules. The next question asked by the student is relevant to 
the goal the system has posed for him, so the question is answered. 
As illustrated by the example, the interaction between the system and the student takes place with 
the help of a menu like interface, and a rather constrained natural language (much like the one in Mycin's 
&currently only menus and active regions (windows) are used for selecting information. [Clancey, penonal communication 861 
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System: You should now proceed to ask question that will enable you 
to make a hypothesis about the organisms (other than those seen 
on the culture smears) which might be causing the infection 
The initiative now goes to the student who may askfor more data, make 
a hypothesis or use one the special options. 
Student: How is the fact that the patient is burnt relevant? 
System: The fact that patient-236 is seriously burnt will be used to 
conclude that Pseudomonas aruginosa is one of the organisms 
which might be present in addition to those seen on the 
culture or smears [Rule 578]. 
Student: HELP 
a special option is requested by the student. 
System: Try to detennine the type of infection: bacterial. fungal, 
viral, or TB 
initiative returned to the stuiknt 
Student: What is the patient's wbc? 
System: The white count from the patient peripheral cbc is 1-9 thousand. 
Figure 3-4: A typical interaction with Guidon 
Adapted from [Clancey 84] 
question answering module). This interface is not a dialog in the sense of a dialog between two people. 
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The student is limited in what he can say by the menu of choices available. Here, just like in Mycin, if 
none of the choices seem exactly correct to the user he can not enter anything more satisfactory. 
Another weakness of Guidon is that it attempts to explain a student's reasoning entirely in terms of 
Mycin's rules. If a student is basing his hypothesis on concepts different from those koown to Mycin, 
Guidon has difficulty dealing with his line of reasoning. 
3.1.3 Oncocin 
The Oncocin system [Shortliffe et. al. 81] [Shortliffe et. al. 83] [Hickam et al. 85] is designed to 
assist physicians with management of patients enrolled in cancer chemotherapy protocols. The two major 
components of the system are the Reasoner and the Interviewer. The Interviewer is responsible for data 
acquisition, while the Reasoner generates recommendations for appropriate therapy and tests. 
The Interviewer is a mix of both hardware and software. It includes a customized keyboard and 
high speed display terminal. The display simulates the appearance of a flowsheet that currently appears 
in the clinical chart. This flowsbeet is used to record all the data required for analyzing a given case. As 
the physician enters the information, the relevant patient data is passed to the Reasoner, which 
simultaneously considers the case and prepares a recommendation to pass back to the Interviewer for 
display. A major design goal of Oncocin is to have it used by the physician at the time of a patient's visit. 
One of the ways Oncocin insures that is by using a flow sheet normally used by the physician in day to 
day work to gather the required data. Another way is to make the system easily accessible, while 
providing a variety of hard copy reportS. The Reasoner and the Interviewer run in parallel allowing the 
user to receive prompt attention when entering flowsheet values. 
There are several reasons why Oncocin was not built as an Emycin [van Mille et.al. 84] system. 
Oncocin requires serial consideration of each patient at intervals typically spread over many months. 
Emycin's data strUCtures are not adequate to suppon this need. Also Oncocin needs to operate in a data 
driven mode, which is not well supponed in Emycin. Overall, the goal of the Oncocin project is to bring 
AI systems to clinicians, who are intolerant of systems that are slow or difficult to use. It seems to 
successfully accomplish that goal by giving the physician the mode of interaction he uses in his daily 
routine, thus requiring a minimum amount of learning on the pan of the user. 
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3.1.4 Summary 
In this section we discussed three ex pen systems that use a menu or a similar interface as a means 
of interaction with the user. A menu interface is easy to use and implement It insures that a system can 
handle everything a person can input. There is a finite number of predetermined answers to each 
question, and for each of these answers the system knows exactly what to do. There are, however, several 
problems with such menu interfaces. A person is very limited in choice of input. If none of the choices 
provided by the system are adequate, the user can not just give a different answer, however more 
satisfactory it may be. Moreover, since a menu in effect spans out a tree with many paths, a set of 
multiple choices a user sees at any given IX>int depends on answers to previous questions. Therefore, if 
none of the choices presented to users satisfy their needs, they may end up answering the wrong set of 
questions, going down the wrong path and find it difficult to back up to the IX>int where the wrong choice 
was made. In order to answer a question the user may need some extra information from the system, but 
there is no facility for him to ask for that information at an arbitrary IX>int. Although the system may be 
able to provide such information. in order to acquire it the user would have to have chosen a totally 
different sequence of multiple choice answers. 
For a system to be accepted by a user community a more satisfactory form of interface has to be 
designed. 'This need is well demonstrated by the fact that Mycin is not accepted by the clinical 
community, while OocOOn is; it is currently being used by physicians in the Stanford University Medical 
Center. Mycin requires a user to go through a long and tedious interaction before it gives a therapy 
recommendation. Oncocin, on the other hand, collects all the information it needs through a flow sheet 
filled out by the physician as part of his daily routine. This more familiar form of interaction is easier to 
accept than a new ODe. For this particular domain, a flow sheet approach is possible. However in other 
domains there may not be an appropriate form which is used daily and which can be used to gather all the 
required information. Natural language is another form of interaction used daily and if designed in a 
natural way, may be another alternative to the menu interface. 
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3.2 Expert Systems with Natural Language Interfaces 
In this section we look at two systems, Prospector and Xcalibur, that employ natural language as a 
means of interaction with the user. Natural language is not a very common means of interaction between 
expert systems and users. Because of the complexity of the the underlying system such interaction is still 
very limited. 
3.2.1 Prospector 
The Prospector system [Duda, Gasching and Hart 79] is intended to emulate an experienced 
exploration geologist Prospector's knowledge is embodied in several models designed by experts in the 
field. These models are encoded in an inference network where the nodes of the network correspond to 
assertions and the arcs correspond to inference rules that specify how the probability of one assertion 
effects the probability of other nodes in the network. TIle rules are similar to Mycin's production rules. 
At the beginning of a consultation session, the user volunteers information about the site in natural 
language form. After that, Prospector evaluates the various models in its knowledge base and selects the 
best matched model for funher analysis. At this point, Prospector employs backward chaining similar to 
that of Mycin. Like Mycin, Prospector queries the user for additional information as this information is 
needed for rule evaluation. The interaction between Prospector and the user takes place in restricted 
English. The system employs the Lifer parser, described in section 2.3.1 in this paper, in order to analyze 
the user's input This input is then represented as a partitioned semantic network, which is in tum 
compared to the models already stored in the knowledge base. A transcript of interaction between the 
system and the user is shown in figure 3-5. 
Prospector is one of the first expert systems to communicate with its users in natural language. 
However, we have not found much published information is available that describes Prospector's natural 
language module. We can only hypothesize that a very simple and limited set of sentences is accepted by 
the system based on sample system sessions. During the consultation the user simply describes what has 
been discovered at a given site by using patterns, built with the help of the Lifer system, of the form 
"There is <deposit>", "There may be <deposit>", etc. The system responds to user queries with canned 
text. 
user: There is quartz monzonite 
system: Quartz monzonite (5) 
user: There is cretaceous dike 
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the system acknowledges all of the users statements as above 
user: There is sericite and pyrite 
user: There may be biotite 
system: Biotite (2) 
user: Done 
The user is done volunteering information. Certainty factors are 
assigned to the volunteered information by the system 
Next five difTerent models which were not discarded by the system 
are presented to the user. 
system: Presently, the model in Prospector and their scores are: 
1. KNSD (0.0) 
2 . PCDA (0.0) 
3. MSD (.001999) 
4. WSSU (0.0) 
5. MVTD (-4.8) 
which of the above would you like to rule out? 
user: None 
system: I am considering the possibility of a PCDA in the target 
area. The following questions are intended to establish the nature of 
the petrotectonic setting. 
To what degree do you believe that the target area is in a continental 
margin mobile belt? 
user: -2 
more questions tollow 
like Mycin, Prospector allows WHY questions. The answer is not a 
translation of the relevant rules, but merely canned text. 
Figure 3-5: Interaction between Prospector and a user 
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system: To what degree do you believe that igneous rocks in the 
region have porphyritic texture? 
user: WHY 
system: I am trying to establish whether some of the intrusive rocks 
in your area have textures suggestive of a hypabyssal to subvolcanic 
environment etc. 
Figure 3-S Continued 
Adapted from [Barr and Feigenbaum 821 
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3.2.2 Xcalibur 
One of the most robust natural language interfaces written for expert systems is Xcalibur [Carbone II 
et.al. 83] [Carbonell and Hayes 84]. Xcalibur is designed to provide a flexible natural language interface 
to th,e Xsel [McDermott 82] expert system. The Xsel system is the Digital Equipment Corporation 
automatic salesman assistant which advises salesmen on selection of V AX components and produces a 
sales order which is passed for automatic configuration to the R 1 [McDermott 80] system. Pan of the 
Xsel task is to provide the user with information about DEC components, hence subsuming the database 
query task. Unlike a pure data base query system, Xcalibur also deals with commands to modify 
equipment orders and information requests about its present task or its database of VAX component partS. 
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Figure 3-6: Overview of Xcalibur and underlying expert systems 
Adapted from [Carbonell et.al. 83] 
The Xcalibur system consists of three major pans; the DyparII p~r, the Information Manager and 
the Natural Language Generator. 
During a session with the system the user enters questions or statements, and the system either 
carries out the user's command or supplies him with the necessary information. For example, the user 
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may enter a statement such as Add two rp07-aa disks to my order, in which case the system simply does 
so. The user may also ask questions about the pans in the data base, for example, What is the largest 
11780 fued disk under $40,OOO?, to which the system responds by giving the name of the requested part. 
The Dypar-II parser incorporates recursive case-frame instantiation, in addition to semantic 
grammar, pattern matching and global transformation strategies. A case frame in the system consists of a 
header pattern as well as a set of expectations for possible case fillers. When analyzing a user's query or 
request. the parser first activates the appropriate case frames, provided a dialog expectation exists at the 
case frame level. If no dialog expectation exists, a fast scanning unanchored match of the input is applied 
against header patterns. These header patterns are pre compiled into a discrimination network and each 
one is associated with a case frame. Next, the appropriate case frames are used to generate syntactic and 
semantic expectations in order to recognize the rest of the input. The completed parse is then mapped 
into a form required by the Information Manager. For an example of the parser output see figure 3-7 
[Query (Object (Select (disk 
(ports (Value (2») 





(Pro ject (price» ) 
(Info-Source (*default» ] 
Figure 3-7: The output for 'What is the price of the 2 largest dual 
port fixed media disks?' 
The Information Manager is responsible for mediating communication between the underlying 
expert system, the parser and the natural language generator. It is responsible for filling in defaults and 
adding fields to the parser output It also attempts to disambiguate ambiguous attribute names. For 
example /arg~ disk may refer to the disk's memory capacity in one context and to the actual dimensions 
of the disk in a different context The Information Manager is responsible for deciding the meaning of the 
word. 
Xcalibur can also handle elliptical references. This is done with the help of two types of rules. 
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discourse expectation rules and substitution rules. In the presence of a strong discourse expectation, 
discourse expectation rules are tried first. If those should fail, contextual substitution rules are applied. 
Consider the following dialog: 
User: Add a line printer with graphics capabilities. 
System: Is 150 lines per minute acceptable? 
the possible responses the user may enter are: 
1. User: No, 320 is better 
OR 
2. User: Other options for the speed? 
OR 
3. User: Too slow, try 300 or faster. 
The rule below provides the appropriate expectations for the dialog above. 
IF the system generated a query for confirmation of a proposed 
value of a filler of a case in a case frame in focus 
THEN expect one or more of the following: 
a. A confirmation pattern 
b. A different, but semantically permissible filler of the case 
frame in question 
c. A comparative or evaluative pattern 
d. A query for possible fillers or constants on possible 
fillers of the case in question. 
Response 1 in the above dialog satisfies expectations a, b and c, response 2 satisfies expectation d, 
and response 3 expectations b and c. With the help of this rule, the system can handle anyone of the 
three elliptical references above. 
If no discourse expectation exists, or if the discourse expectation rules fail, contextual substitution 
rules are applied. For example. consider the dialog below. 
user: What is the size of the 3 largest single port fixed media disks? 
user: And the price and speed? 
To resolve the elliptic reference here, the following rule is applied: 
IF an attribute name is present without any corresponding filler or 
case header, and the attribute is semantically permissible 
descriptor of the case frame in the SELECT field of the last 
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query in focus, 
THEN Substitute the new attribute name for the old filler of the 
PROJECT field of the last query. 
In summary, the system's coverage of elliptic reference is a superset of the LifertLadder and Planes 
systems' coverage. Xcalibur seems to surpass most expert systems' interfaces in its degree of robustness 
and flexibility. 
Xcalibur's interaction with the user greatly resembles that of a natural language interface to a data 
base system. However it can also deal with commands to modify an order, and information requests about 
its present task or the data base of V AX component parts. Unlike systems such as Mycin, Xcalibur does 
not do most of the asking. It is not responsible for solving the user's problem, but rather the user has to 
know what he wants and query accordingly. 
3.2.3 Summary 
In this part of the paper we looked at two expert systems that employ natural language as an 
interface with the user. The Prospector system uses the Lifer natural language parser. Its natural 
language interface is rather limited. In Prospector, just as in Mycin and Guidon, the interface is not the 
primary focus of the work, and is not very robust. 
In contrast, the Xcalibur system is perhaps the most robust natural language interface written for an 
expert system. It is able to handle natural language input as well as resolve elliptic references. The 
system uses an extensive parser and has discourse expectation rules for resolving elliptic references. The 
interface strongly resembles a natural language interface to a data base system. 
3.3 Conclusions -. Expert Systems Domain 
In this section of the paper we examined several expert systems and their interfaces. Some of them 
use menus or other constrained form of interaction; some have limited natural language facilities. 
First, we reviewed systems with menu interfaces. Menu interface systems have both advantages 
and disadvantages. They are easy to use and insure that the system can handle everything a user may 
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input. However, the choice of input is limited and recovery if a wrong choice is made is quite tedious. 
Also, menu interfaces are not what people use in their day to day routine, so it may be harder for a menu 
driven interface to be accepted by the user community, as was the case with Mycin. On the other hand. 
Oncocin. a system that did not deviate a great deal from the daily routine, found a greater degree of 
success. This seems to indicate that natural language should be a good interface as well because natural 
language is the most comfortable and natural form of daily interaction. 
We also looked at two systems that employ natural language as a means of interacting with the 
user. One of the systems, Prospector, uses the Lifer system to build a set of patterns for its natural 
language interface. Although the system has been successfully used in the field, the possible interactions 
are rather constrained. The second interface we examined, Xcalibur, resembles that of a natural language 
interface to a data base system, although it does provide more capabilities. 
In summary, we have seen the inadequacies of menu interfaces. We have also seen that users are 
more willing to use systems that use interfaces most familiar to them from their daily routines, as is the 
case with Oncocin. The two systems that use a form of a natural language interface are also accepted by 




In this paper we examined a number of interfaces to both data base and expert systems. Natural 
language interfaces have been successfully constructed to data base systems. However, the design of 
natural language interfaces to expert systems is only in its initial stages. This can perhaps be attributed to 
the difference between the two types of underlying systems, as well as to the difference in requirements 
on natural language interfaces to the two types of underlying systems. Also, data base systems have been 
around much longer then expert systems. 
A data base system is not expected to know or solve a user's problem, but only supply the 
information that the user requests. The user is solely responsible for a problem solution. Consequently, 
an interface to a data base system must simply be able to retrieve information requested by the user. On 
the other hand, an expert system is designed to be a problem solver. It has to 'know' the user's intentions 
and gather information in order to come up with a solution. Therefore, a natural language interface to an , 
expert system must be able to take initiative in guiding the user toward a solution to a problem. The 
interface must be able to derive a user's goal (Le. what the problem that the user is trying to solve is), as 
well as facts from any given question and add these facts to the data base. The action of extracting a goal 
and adding facts at the same time has no analogy in a data base system, but would be similar to allowing 
the user to query and update the data base at the same time. The addition of new information with every 
user statement means that the system has to pose fewer questions and that the natural language interface is 
now responsible for managing all the new information. 
The existing interfaces to expert systems indicate several requirements for robust natural language 
interfaces. Such interfaces have to allow users to volunteer information at any time during the interaction 
as well as to change the focus of a conversation. The user must have more control during the interaction 
in order to arrive at the answers to his queries in the most informative and least time consuming way. The 
answers provided by the system should also be more than just a display of the relevant rules.9 
Issues such as linguistic and conceptual coverage, as well as domain independence apply to natural 
9Xcalibur does not meet the above requirements partially because it is DOt designed to solve a particular problem, but rather to 
carry out the user's requests. 
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language interfaces to expert systems as well as to interfaces to data base systems. The language of a set 
of users has to be appropriately covered in both types of interfaces. Also, concepts that are expected by a 
set of users have to be appropriately covered by both types of interfaces. Domain independence is a 
desirable property for any interface, because an interface that does not depend on specific domain 
knowledge can be moved form one underlying system to another with only minor modifications. 
Linguistic and conceptual coverage, as well as domain independence seem to have been 
successfully achieved in the data base domain. Can we apply any of the techniques that w~rked so well in 
the data base domain to the expert systems domain? The two major techniques we surveyed in this paper 
are semantic and syntactic grammars. It seems that one of the problems with semantic grammars is that 
they are inadequate for domains where a large subset of the language is required. This technique is not 
very useful in the expert systems domain because a robust and domain independent interface to expert 
systems that would allow for linguistic and conceptual completeness, requires that a large subset of the 
language be covered. An interface constructed with a semantic grammar would be very limited as well as 
specific to given expert system. However, we can carry over some of the syntactic grammar approach. 
The syntactic parser, which does not depend on a given domain, can certainly be adopted, as can be the 
dictionary. Unfortunately, none of the semantic techniques we described can be directly carried over to 
the expert systems domain because none of them provide for the special requirements of a natural 
language interface to an expert system. Most of the semantic techniques rely on the underlying schema 
describing the data base. Such schema are not available in the case of expert systems. Some modified 
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